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The Valvoline journey to create
NextGen actually started with a
few smaller oil companies who
recognized the benefits of recycled
oil and began producing it on a
minor scale. But they couldn’t
produce it for the masses. Valvoline,
the champion of innovation in the
oil industry, saw the potential of
recycled oil too. Valvoline recognized
that the endless finding, drilling,
transporting, and refining of
crude couldn’t go on forever. Our
natural resources are limited. The
environment suffers too much when
we are dependent on crude.
There had to be a better way.
So we went to work. We set
out to make a recycled engine
oil that meets our exacting
quality standards and helps our
environment at the same time. As
the oil re-refining process gradually
improved, we seized the moment
and came up with a breakthrough
new product.
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racing oil of all time
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First synthetic
blend oil
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First oil for high
mileage engines

2011

First major brand
recycled oil

Because Valvoline believes in preserving
our natural resources from contamination.
Because Valvoline believes in protecting our local ecosystems. Our parks. Our
playgrounds. Best of all, we protect your
engines. Tomorrow is just as important as
today. For all of us.

Introducing the advanced
recycled engine oil from
Valvoline: NextGen

What is
NextGen?
Valvoline’s NextGen is a revolutionary, environmentally responsible
engine oil. It is 50% recycled oil and 100% Valvoline protection.
NextGen exceeds all industry specifications for performance,
protection and durability. It requires less energy and resources to
make. We are so convinced of NextGen’s performance standards
that we proudly offer the Valvoline Performance Guarantee.

NextGen exceeds
industry standards.
NextGen doesn’t just meet normal
industry standards, it exceeds them.
We combine quality oil in a formula
with Valvoline special additives which
makes NextGen one of a kind.
It’s a quality that only Valvoline
can deliver. The quality is so reliable
that we stand behind it with our
Performance Guarantee.
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How is
NextGen made?
Conventionally, the life cycle of engine oil ends when it’s taken out
of your engine. With NextGen, it’s not the end but the beginning.
This is when oil recycling begins.
Most oils are made up of 85% base oil and 15% additives. Most
people think the base oil breaks down when we run our engines.
But that’s not true. The truth is that the actual oil molecules don’t
break down. It’s the additives that wear out. The base oil just
needs to be cleaned and re-refined. In the old days, the quality
of re-refining didn’t come close to meeting Valvoline standards.
The technology just wasn’t advanced enough.
The technology necessary to make high quality re-refined base
oil is now available. This new re-refining process removes the
contaminants and broken down additives to create base oils that
are just as good as before. With the result of years of continued
research, technology and innovation from Valvoline scientists
coupled with advancement in the oil re-refining process, NextGen
can be produced and the quality is guaranteed.
But here’s the real bonus: re-refining used oil actually saves an
enormous amount of time and energy. Without having to find,
drill, and extract crude oil we reduce emissions and cut fossil
fuel consumption. This doesn’t only protect your engine; it also
protects our planet.

How can we
guarantee the
quality of NextGen?
Because Valvoline enjoys the most important quality factor in
innovation: independence. We are free to focus on our main
business: engine oil. We don’t drill. We don’t own wells. There is no
parent company demanding we use the oil they dig up. We choose
only the base oils that meet Valvoline standards. These oils, and
our freedom to choose them are critical in the process of creating
NextGen, the best recycled engine oil on the market.

Why should you
use NextGen?

We depend on crude oil to run our engines. All that drilling and refining takes its toll on the earth.
For example, one gallon of oil can contaminate up to 4 million gallons of fresh drinking water.
With water being one of our most precious resources, we cannot take that risk.

Take a look at these positive environmental
reasons to choose Valvoline’s NextGen*:
• C
 ompared to conventional
oil choosing NextGen means
a 48% reduction in the use
of fossil fuels during the oil
refining process.

48% LESS
FOSSIL FUELS
EXHAUSTING
NATURAL RESOURCES

• C
 ompared to conventional oil
choosing NextGen means a
40% reduction in harmful and
acidic emissions.

40% LESS
HARMFULL
AND ACIDIC
EMISSIONS

• C
 ompared to conventional
oil choosing NextGen means
a 20% reduction in global
warming impact.

ºC

20%

LESS

GLOBAL WARMING
IMPACT

•C
 ompared to conventional oil choosing NextGen means we save millions and millions of barrels of crude oil.

A fundamental
call for a new
course of action
If we stick to the traditional way of doing
things, we will continue to deplete our
natural resources. We have an opportunity
to turn things around, to make a difference
without sacrificing quality, protection or
money. All it takes is a shift in our thinking.
Recycled oil, Valvoline Nextgen, is NEW
engine oil. Because it is proven Valvoline
protection, proven Valvoline quality and it’s
better for the environment.

*

• Used Oil Re-refining Study to Address Energy Policy Act of 2005 Section 1838, US Department of Energy, Office of Fossil Energy
• Ecological and energetic assessment of re-refining used oils to base oils: Substitution of primarily produced base oils including semi-synthetic
and synthetic compounds. Commissioned by GEIR – Group European Industry Regeneration

GET THE BIG
PICTURE.
Visit us at valvolinehd.com
or call us at
1-800-354-9061.
Learn more about all of our full line of Off-Road, On-Highway and Industrial products at www.valvolinehd.com or phone
1-800 354-9061 to put the Valvoline Advantage PERFORMANCE and PROTECTION to work for you.
Contact: Valvoline • P.O. Box 14000 • Lexington, KY 405122
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